FITTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR RYCO CABIN FILTER RCA162MS
(Filter located in engine bay, beneath windscreen, passenger side)

1: Starting at passenger side peel weather strip back to the end of plenum cover ("A")

2: Remove the 6 scrivets, using a flat bladed screwdriver, insert blade into slot and twist to lift centre piece, then remove scrivet

3: Ease plenum cover past bonnet, Strut, clean debris from housing. To remove mesh screen, hold at “A” with long nose pliers and move screen over retaining ledge, (Discard screen, no longer needed) To remove filter, hold pleat at “B” and pull out from top.

4: Clean debris from inside filter housing, Slide the new filter into housing. Filter can be twisted as shown to assist fitting to housing. Ensure filter is seated correctly behind retaining ledges.

Refit all components in reverse order.